Today, historians who work with maps no longer think of them solely as devices for finding one\'s way around. Maps, like books or pictures or much else for that matter, constitute a medium of persuasion. They are rhetorical instruments, tools of inclusion and exclusion, pamphlets of promise and denial. Some early maps of North America minimized the presence of native peoples and showed the land as domesticated in order to encourage settlers. But positivist modes of analysis of maps as transparent documents still linger and, ironically, maps now sometimes treated as naïve statements were frequently seen as tendentious when they first appeared. Medical maps in particular, especially John Snow\'s famous cholera maps published in 1855, have often remained objects of uncritical veneration rather than being viewed as polemical documents, although Lloyd Stevenson\'s studies in the 1960s of spot maps of yellow fever indicated what might be done.

Pamela K Gilbert, editor of the series in which this book appears and whose background is in English literature, has confronted medical mapping in Victorian Britain and India head on. Her focus is the city, epidemic disease and cholera. Her text weaves together medical, sanitary and religious narratives with substantial chunks of *Bleak house* and *Our mutual friend*. The book proceeds through English sanitary and medical maps, John Snow\'s maps, a comparative study of disease representation of the London parishes of St Giles and St James, Dickens and the Thames, and two chapters on India in the 1830s and 1860s. Throughout the book she sustains an argument that medical mapping moved from the employment of conventions that would have been relatively familiar to an educated reader, to the use of conventions which required expertise to decipher them. Snow is depicted as a hinge in this movement as his visual portrayal of the hidden, water-borne movement of the cholera-causing agent also required masses of verbal elucidation for his maps to be read in the way he wished. In India medical mapping diverged from the metropolitan model as an *essential* unhealthiness was visually inscribed on the land and the people.

Gilbert\'s text, however, extends beyond the worthwhile exercise of decoding medical maps. She integrates her project into the much broader enterprise of understanding how mapping was one means by which the unknown, terrifying and terrified inhabitants of the slums were slowly known, ordered and policed. In line with some of the most imaginative recent work in the history of medicine, she explores how the corporeal and social bodies were simultaneously tamed through the mutual identification of these entities. It was the disorder and disease of the body of the city and of those of the bodies of its inhabitants that threatened the health and modernity of both the parts and the whole. Sanitary maps documented the horrors of the slum and were also plans for salvation.

Quite why Gilbert\'s clear understanding of this development has to be ratcheted up a rhetorical notch is a mystery to me. She tells the reader that the "body and its continence, which also modeled the boundaries of the middle-class individual self, could only be preserved through a careful policing of the abject and the closure of the boundaries of the body, through which contaminated or contaminating fluids should neither enter nor escape" (p. xii). At least this claim, if overwrought, is penetrable. But elsewhere syntactic and grammatical perversion create an impermeable veneer: "As the century wore on and gains were made in the most basic levels of sanitation ... medical mapping and sanitary mapping, which later devolved back into social mapping, begins to split off, though they still overlap" (p. 30).

More alarming, however, is that the foundations of such claims are distinctly wobbly. For example, an illustration (figure 2.5) central to Gilbert\'s argument is said in her text to be reproduced from Thomas Shapter\'s *The history of the cholera in Exeter in 1832* (1849). So it is, but Gilbert\'s reproduction of that illustration has a caption assigning it to a tract of 1847 described as having been written by Henry Acland (pp. 40--1). Things get worse. In the bibliography this same tract is assigned to Acland and *also* to an anonymous author to whom it is also assigned elsewhere (p. 101). A little bibliographical research would have shown that the author of the tract was neither anonymous nor Acland but a churchwarden, Frederick Byng. This is only the beginning: figures 2.6 to 2.9 are assigned to the same tract (again said wrongly to be by Acland) when it is clear they come from Acland\'s *Memoir on the cholera* of 1856. There are other ways in which attribution and chronology do not seem to matter. Acland\'s *Memoir* is described as a "forerunner of important theories", one of which would "*a short time* later be graphically represented in two key maps by John Snow" (p. 54, emphasis mine). But, as noted, Snow\'s maps appeared in 1855, *a year earlier* than Acland\'s, and it is highly likely that Acland had seen them before his own maps were published. The evidence is not quite conclusive, but Snow published early in 1855 and Acland\'s Preface is dated 1 May 1856. Acland (who was quite warm towards the water-borne theory) also made reference to Snow but did not make clear to which text he was referring. But since Acland made this reference (*Memoir*, p. 77) in the context of his discussion of the Golden Square epidemic of 1854 (shown on Snow\'s St James\'s map), Snow\'s 1855 publication seems the most likely target. There are other problems of mistaken identity and, astonishingly in a book about maps, geography: Sir George Greg, who appears on p. 91, turns up in the bibliography as Sir George Grey; England appears as an island (p. 85). The Scots and the Welsh would disagree. Oscar Wilde had something relevant to say: "To lose one parent, Mr Worthing, may be regarded as a misfortune; to lose both looks like carelessness".
